Mystery Itching for Donkeys, Horses and Pets – Exposed!
Since 2009, many animals in the UK have struggled with mystery itching,
hair loss, pigmentation changes, scabs and scurf.
The culprit tends to be immune to traditional, chemical or spot-on
products, is invisible, attacks all year but thrives in the cold weather.
We are all familiar with how sweet itch, midges and ﬂies can make our
donkeys and horses’ lives a misery during the summer months. But each
winter, frequently the itching of pets, large and farm animals can be down
to a relative newcomer to the UK - the Millennium Mite. It is believed to
have originated in Northern Australia and is now ﬁrmly established in the
UK.
Strange Traits.
Ÿ These mites are invisible and are very active in the cold and wet.
Ÿ They eat animals alive, driving them frantic with itching and often causing
scurf, hair loss and temperament problems.
Ÿ They seem to breed and then migrate from unusual areas of the body.
Ÿ They can cause seasonal or year-round issues.
Good News. Most Millennium Mites (and in fact most biting critters, e.g.
ﬂeas, midges, mossies, ﬂies, lice, normal mites and ticks) detest Ruggle-it,
the pioneering soap-free shampoo and its partner the 100% natural
vegetable oil blend. You just use the products differently depending on the
species.
The duo have proven effective yet gentle, in ridding and protecting
donkeys, ponies, dogs and cats, kennelled dogs, alpacas, goats, chickens,
rabbits and even ferrets from itching, whether in summer or winter.
Ruggle-it contains no harsh chemicals or Tea Tree and the shampoo can be
used as a bath or sprayed or sponged-on with no rinse required.
Additionally, by adding tap water, the oil and shampoo can become over
ﬁve times its volume to save you money.
Maple the donkey had suffered terribly from summer itching but she also experienced dramatic winter hair loss and frantic
itching, and understandably, became extremely agitated.
Over winter her skin was hot, scurfy with small crusty lumps,
and with extensive hair loss despite no evidence of lice,
normal mites or midges. She was not on garlic (it can cause
similar symptoms) and had no molasses or haylage either
which can add to immune stress. She tested negative for
normal UK mites. Whatever was the cause was invisible.
Welcome to the misery of life with Millennium Mites!
Maple used the diluted Ruggle-it oil blend (for maximum
coverage at minimum cost) as well as intermittent baths with
the special shampoo. The winter itching ceased almost
immediately. This allowed her immune system time to calm
down before the summer bugs arrived. Then when they did,
she used the diluted oil - she breezed through summer with
hardly a ﬂy on her and no wrecked mane, tail or ﬁeld shelter!
Winter and summer bugs, itching and mystery skin issues
were banished with Mother Nature’s very versatile and clever
Ruggle-it.
The key to success is in following the simple Ruggle-it routine
which forces them to ‘give up and die’! But if Millenium Mites
are seeking a new victim, as soon as they detect the Ruggle-it
'prevention' application in the animal's hair follicles, wisely,
they tend to “abandon the idea”.
So even if your animal is not itchy, acting before the bugs
attack saves struggle and money. Let Mother Nature’s
versatility help to save you a fortune, be kind to skin yet
vicious to opportunistic ‘blood suckers’!
For information on all the Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd natural
product ranges and to see hundreds of testimonials, visit
www.karenruggles.co.uk or call 01823 259952.
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